Savouring the momentum:
Festival celebrates the renaissance of Turkish cinema
by

bridge between Asia and Europe.
Turkish cinema, dating back to
sensibilities with the colourful
complexities of the Middle East.
ally very compelling,” says Eylem
Sonmez, VTFF president and cofounder.
Both Sonmez, who is also a veteran Vancouver-based producmaker Hakan Burcuoglu, VTFF
director and co-founder, wanted
the festival to serve as a platof Turkish cinema in Vancouver

that resurrects real life stories
stories which resonate well in- of two lesser-known Turkish
ternationally.

Burcuoglu says that the local
Turkish community is quite
small and consists of only about
mez explains that the number
of Turkish students coming to
study in Vancouver has been on
the rise recently.
“There are many Turkish stu-

come out of Turkey to date, and a
symbol of the growing prowess
of the still largely state-funded

In addition to attracting as
wide of an audience range as
possible, it was vitally important to Sonmez and Burcuoglu
to represent the complexity of
Turkish culture at VTFF by offering a selection of mainstream,
education in Vancouver, but they arthouse, short and documenusually go back to Turkey to continue their career because Turkish cinema has been growing at

years,” says Sonmez.
Composer Rahman Altin, who
successfully splits his career between Turkey and Hollywood,
conditions within the Turkish
“In Turkey people are discovering the power of communicathan in the U.S.,” he says.
Altin composed the score for VTDream, a sentimental romance

in France or Québec, as the future of the French language lies
in Africa. According to the Organisation Mondiale de la Franwill be living on the African
speaking French, and the language will be tied into increasingly multilingual national
contexts. No doubt regional accents will intensify and possibly even supplant the traditional French accent, that is to say
the accent of those who imagine themselves without one.
Here in Canada my traditional French accent is rather well
received, certainly better than
a Québec accent is in France.
Being a Quebecer in France is to
be the country-bumpkin cousin
that makes you smile. The
cousin who amuses you with

their colourful expressions that
no one dares to use in France. It’s
clear that Québec folklore and
camaraderie have no place in the
business world of France, particularly not in the media, which
is my domain. Quebecers are
seen as much less credible from
the point of view of high French
society (mainly Parisians), who
believe themselves to be speaking the “true French,” that which
is the most neutral.
So, my Québecois friend, you
will have to tone down your accent the same way a Belgian or
even a resident of Marseille or
Toulouse would if you want to
work in the French media, unless
of course you become a sportscaster. You have to realize that
discussing rugby with an accent
from the southwest of France,
well, that’s a good thing.
What a shame that France, a
supposed welcoming land, is

- cause only Turkish language is
reotypes. Turkish cinema is very allowed to be spoken in that setdiverse, and we want to surprise ting.
Vancouver audiences,” says Burcuoglu.
Silent
The documentary My Child is
Festival’s prestigious Palme another VTFF offering, and
conveys the stories of an activillustrates this diversity by depicting the perspective of the the acceptance of LGBT rights
country’s oppressed Kurdish in Turkey. Director Can Candan
minority.
heard the parents’ stories at a
university conference, and was
about a Kurdish woman who, immediately moved to make a
while visiting her husband in documentary about their strugprison, is forced to be silent be- gle.
“I realized that the very act of
these parents sharing their stories publicly and openly was a
tremendously powerful political act. This was happening in
an extremely homophobic and
transphobic society where LGBT
people are constant targets of
hate crimes,” says Candan.
To his surprise, Candan had
little trouble securing the necessary funds for My Child, and the
cally in Turkey, had been commercially distributed on DVD
and online, and was received extremely well within the country.
“Documentary in Turkey has
become an area of opposition
and activism with more and
depriving itself of so much
multiculturalism. Is there but
one good recipe for beef bourguignon, a Paris-Brest pastry
or poutine? Vancouver attests
to just the opposite each day
with its intermingling of cultures and the resulting creativity. Vancouver has shown
me that there is no “good” or
“bad” French, no “good” or
“bad” accent, but that there exists in fact as many varieties
of French as there are francophones. So I can go back to
perfecting my “FranQuéGlish”
without shame. A “FranQuéGexperiences and the cultures
that I have made mine. And
that’s only the beginning.
Speaking with an accent implies
appealing to the sentiment and
then everything is turned upside
down. – Arthur Schopenhauer

more diverse voices being expressed,” says Candan. “We
designed, structured, and promoted My Child to resist any attempts at marginalization.”
He feels that the democratic
aspirations of Turkish people
when it comes to LGBT rights
are far ahead of the country’s
conservative and oppressive
political leadership. And though
support, Candan says that it is
still challenging to secure funding and wide distribution for
independent documentaries in
Turkey.
This is why both Burcuoglu
and Sonmez are excited to contribute to the longevity of the
blossoming Turkish cinema by
having VTFF serve as an international platform for the na“Films are particularly poignant and powerful snapshots
of the truth, beauty and struggle
of people in a particular place,
and for this reason I believe
that Turkish cinema will bring
ver audiences,” says Sonmez.

Need the skills to find a job?
We can help!
Design a fantastic resume and cover letter, fine tune your interview
techniques, learn valuable skills to succeed in the Canadian workplace, gain
insight into the job market, access special services for skilled works – all at
NO COST. The Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS) Society,
Vancouver Branch, has been helping immigrants and newcomers to Canada
for over 14 years !
Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5 module rotating program,
running weekly, with 16 sessions each month. This includes basic computer
orientation, with instruction on using Word and Excel, and accessing the
Internet. Workshops are held within a culturally diverse environment, led by
qualified facilitators.
Past and current E.I. receipients are always welcome. Knowledgeable case
managers are available to guide you through the process of reaching your
career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-on-one employment assistance, paid onthe-job work experience through our Wage Subsidy program, and a one-stop
Career Centre with a broad range of job hunting resources. Funding for all
programs is provided by the Ministry of Social Development, Employment
and Labour Market Services Division.
Please call 604-324-7733, go to www.pics.bc.ca,
or visit us at 200-8161 Main St., Vancouver,
to find out how we can best help you.

